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Dynamical modal analysis for the Coastal Seas around Turkey 
H.-1. SUR. T. OGUZ and U. UNUJATA 

Institute of Marina Sciences, METU, P.O. Box : 28, 33731, Erdamli-lcel (Turkey) 

The hydrographic data collected in six surveys of R/V B111Ja 
in the Black Sea CBS). the Sea of Marinara (MS) and the Northern 
Levantlne Sea (NLS) during 1988-1989 are used to perform the 
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density field over the region, the relative contribution of the 
dynamical l'IOdes to the observed £leld of motion are deterained by 
solving· the vertical structure equation for each cruise. 

The computed N2 profiles show that the BS, MS and NLS are 
characterized by distinctly different stratification properties. 
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comprising the upper layer of 150m wl th substantial dens! ty 
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the upperaost 20-30a in response to seasonal thenaohallne 
forcings. The stratification observed in MS :for the winter (March 
1989) and SWIiier (September 1989) reveals even stronger two layer 
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have substantial differences. The swiuaer case reveals a surfac:e 
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the other hand, possesses no seasonal variations and ls governed 

::p~r!:t~;e~~!!i!::s;;y .!.ifferences in the water coluan as 

Modal analyses of the data show that the aaplltudes of the 
first baroclinlc mode in the Black Sea for both swu.er and winter 
seasons are confined to the suriace layer and have zero crossings 
at 300.. The first barocl1n1c Rossby radius of deformation (81) 
is Found to be 19 D in each season. The nrst and third 
barocllnic IIOdes respectively contain SOX • lOX of the total 
available potential energy (TAPE) in swmer although the first 
mode contains 92'C of the TAPE in winter In NLS •. Rl is determined 
as 8 ka and 11 ka for the winter and summer cases, respectively. 
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The first barocl1n1c llode has a zero crossing at 400II and the 
second at 50m and 900Ja for the summer case. 1be first mode 
contalns 90X or- the TAPE. The winter analysis, however, reveals 
substantially different aodal structure. The zero crossing of the 
first mode occurs at 950m and the second at 320n and 1320a. The 
first aode contains only 82X o:f the TAPE. 14¾ of" 1 t is found in 
the second baroclinic JaOde. The MS exhibits completely different 
IIOdal structure. Rt is determined. as 15km and 20 km for the 
winter and SWDJller cases, respectively. The TAP£ is partitioned as 
SOX and 4.SX between the first and second barocUn"ic inodes in the 
summer case. This partition occurs between the first three 
successlve- modes as ~~. 38¾ and 20¾ for the winter case. 
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